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Abstract. Full-scale sea experiments of underwater vehicles and their automated control sys-
tems are an expensive and labor-intensive process. Moreover, execution of such experiments 
is always accompanied with the risk of damaging the components of an underwater vehicle 

control systems of underwater vehicles through computer simulation. This paper considers 
advanced approaches to motion dynamics simulation for underwater vehicles with technolog-
ical equipment. There is substantiated the necessity of developing a specialized mathematical 
model of a tethered remotely operated underwater vehicle with technological equipment. The 
proposed mathematical model accounts for an underwater vehicle that is organized accord-
ing to the principle of separation of progressive motion of its hull and rotary motion of its 
technological equipment. The mathematical model of the rotary motion platform is designed; 

dynamics of its motion. The developed mathematical model will be used during the design 

its technological equipment.
Keywords: remotely operated underwater vehicle; technological equipment; manipulator; 
mathematical model.
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Hence, it is relevant to develop a mathematical model for 
the spatial motion of the ROV-TE complex.

Latest research and publications analysis. Scien-

computer simulation of underwater vehicles equipped 

mathematical model (MM) of a three-stage underwater 
manipulator. The motion dynamics equations applied to 

-
ments, hydrodynamic resistance and gravity. However, 
the model does not consider the impact of dynamics of 
the underwater vehicle on the state of the manipulator.

-
tage mentioned above. In addition, the author of the pub-
lication uses open source software as a simulation envi-
ronment; there, each component of the motion dynamics 
of the object is executed as a separate program module. 

masses and moments of inertia of water on the motion 
of the manipulator’s joints, which leads to errors in the 
simulation results.

-
water vehicle with a multi-stage manipulator. However, 
the manipulator movement here is only simulated in the 
underwater vehicle’s center plane.

for the motion of the complex “autonomous underwater 
vehicle – underwater manipulator”. The model accounts 

the manipulator and underwater vehicle on the dynam-
ics of the complex. This model realizes the dynamics of 
the manipulator with two rotary degrees of freedom and 
does not take into account the effect of the load on the 
dynamics of the complex.

The MM of an underwater manipulator installed on 

deals with simulation of the motion of the manipulator 

vehicle’s tether on the process of its controlled motion.

Problem statement. The rapid development of navi-
gation, video and bathymetric surveying makes it pos-
sible to explore the underwater space, discover miner-
als, monitor ecological resources and provide technical 
support for water areas, install and repair underwater 
highways, and perform other types of underwater works 
with a high-quality documentation of the results. Typi-
cally, such works employ remotely operated underwater 
vehicles (ROVs) with a corresponding set of techno-
logical equipment (TE) (video cameras, manipulators, 
sonars, etc.). However, the ROVs available on the mar-
ket do not meet the requirements for design modular-
ity and multifunctionality and are thus ineffective for 
complex underwater works. In addition, automation of 
motion control for this type of vehicles and their tech-
nological equipment calls for the synthesis of multi-
dimensional controllers with a complex structure and  

and constructive type of ROVs. On the one hand, it 
meets the requirements of design multifunctionality and 
modularity; on the other hand, it provides better ma-

procedure of motion control automation for the vehicle 
and its TE. These advantageous effects are achieved by 
separating the ROV structure into two platforms. One of 
them provides progressive motion of the ROV with TE 
underwater, while the other is designed to rotate the TE 
relative to the ROV’s hull.

The use of numerous expensive elements and the 
complex structure of the ROV with motion separation as 
a control object pose a challenge for its production, basin 
and full-scale tests. Besides, in the course of conducting 
such works, there might occur various emergency situa-
tions leading to the damage or loss of the ROV’s com-
ponents or even injuries of crew members. These issues 
can be avoided by means of computer simulation of the 
controlled motion of the ROV and its TE in the process 
of development and production of the device, as well 
as during the development and implementation of the 
automatic control system for the ROV and TE motion. 

-
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works and provides for stabilization of its spatial posi-
tion. The PMP is connected to the ROV carrier vessel 
with a tether (T), which is intended for power supply to 
the ROV and data exchange between the vehicle and the 
power and control station.

The rotary motion platform (RMP) changes and 
maintains the position and spatial orientation of the TE 
by rotating it relative to the PMP. In this publication, the 
TE comprises a video camera. Since the TE is not sup-
posed to interact with the underwater environment by 
design, I suggest placing it in a transparent hermetic cap-
sule, which will eliminate the impact of hydrodynamic 
forces on the dynamics of the RMP-TE complex. Pro-
ceeding from the special features of the whole ROV-TE 
complex, it appears feasible for the mathematical model 
of its spatial motion to follow the structure demonstrated 

Based on the vector of control actions PuPu , the MM 
of the propulsion and steering unit (PSU) aids in calculat-
ing the vectors of control forces PF

(
PF  and moments PM PM , 

the impact of which makes the PMP’s body move. The 
propulsion device comprises a model of the propeller, 
the thrust of which depends on the velocity of the PMP’s 
progressive motion. The latter is taken into account as a 
feedback in the form of the vector PMPPMP .

The PMP motion is affected by the buoyant forces 
BF BF  and moments BM BM , as well as the gravity force GFGF

. These forces and moments are calculated with the help 
of a mathematical model accounting for the buoyancy 
and gravity effects (BGE). Distribution of the forces 
and moments of buoyancy depends on the vector of the 
PMP’s spatial orientation PMPH PMPH T

-
tively. The MM of hydrodynamic effects (HE) takes into 
account the resistance of water to the PMP motion. The 

The analysis of publications considering simulation 
of underwater complexes with manipulators foregrounds 
the need to develop a specialized mathematical model for 
the motion dynamics of a ROV with TE, which would 
take into account the structural features of this type of 
devices.

THE ARTICLE AIM is to develop a mathematical 
model for spatial motion of a remotely operated vehicle 
organized with separation of progressive and rotary mo-
tion and taking into account the impact of the vehicle’s 
hull and TE on the process of its controlled motion.

Basic material. 

horizontal electromotive devices; -
tion platform; 4 -
vice; 6
platform.

two platforms. The progressive motion platform (PMP) 
with the help of horizontal and vertical electromotive de-
vices (EMD) delivers the TE to the site of underwater 

Fig. 1. Structure of a ROV with TE

Fig. 2. Structure of the MM for spatial motion of a ROV with TE
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In these equations, PMPa vPMPxa vPMPya vPMPza PMPxa 

PMPya PMPza
T is the matrix of projections of the PMP’s 

progressive and rotary motion velocities on the axis of the 
bound coordinate system (BCS); RPMP PMPP  PMPH T 
 is the matrix of the PMP’s progressive and angular co-
ordinates in the reference coordinate system (RCS);  
TPMP PMPF PMPF   PMPM PMPM T is the matrix of forces and mo-
ments affecting the PMP motion dynamics; IPMP is the 
matrix of the PMP’s empty and attached masses; S is the 
matrix of sea current velocities expressed in the BCS; K  
is the coupling matrix for the PMP’s position and speed 
kinematic parameters; K is the matrix taking into account 
the frame motion for the BCS derivation.

The matrix IPMP M M ma-
trix of the masses and moments of inertia of the PMP and 

 

{ , , , , , };

.

x y zM diag m m m j j jdiag m{ ,

.
 

 jx, jy, jz are 

ij  is the added mass of 
water, i j K matrix has the following  

hydrodynamic effects are indicated by the vectors of 
forces HF HF  and moments HM , which are quadratically 
dependent on the PMP’s progressive PMP and rotary 

PMPPMPPMP  motion velocities. The MM of the tether is utilized 
to calculate the vectors of forces TFTF  and moments TM TM   
of the tension at the tether’s running end on the PMP 
motion. The length of the released part of the tether LT is 
controlled by a tether winch (TW) via the signal uW.

With regard to the vector of control actions 
W

RMPu   
and the resultants of the PMP’s forces PMPF PMPF   and mo-
ments PMPM PMPM , the MM of the RMP establishes the vec-
tors of forces RMPF  and moments RMPM  that cause the 
TE motion relative to the PMP. The vectors of forces 

TEF  and moments TEM  calculated with the help of the 
MM of the TE affect the RMP motion dynamics. The 
following set is the output of the MM of the ROV with 

PMPP , TEP ), spatial orientation  
( PMPH , TEH ), and rotary motion velocities ( PMP, TE ) 
of the ROV and the TE, respectively; vectors of rotation 
angle RMPqq  and rotation rate RMPq

y
qRMPq

y
q  of the RMP’s rotat-

ing units; vector of velocities of the PMP’s progressive 
motion 

;
PMP.

The MM of the PMP implements the basic law of the 

;

.
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dt
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comprising the PSU; Fi is the thrust created by the PSU;  
iFiF  stands for the projections of the thrust created by 

the PSU on the BCS axes of the PMP; id  stands for the 
coordinates of the vector characterizing the direction of 
exertion of the EMD thrust; irir  stands for the EMD’s co-
ordinates in the BCS of the PMP; iM iM  stands for the pro-
jections of the moment generated by the EMDs onto the 
BCS axes of the PMP.

In this publication, I propose to use DC motors with 
a propeller as the EMDs, since these devices are easy 
to manufacture and handle, and their dynamic proper-
ties are well-known. The MM of the EMD based on an 
electric motor with a propeller is discussed in detail in 

The MM of the tether is intended for calculation of 
the TT matrix of forces and moments of the tension of 
tether’s running end. The tether is divided into n ele-
ments connected via n -

, , , , ;

,

i
i i i i T

i i

drF f r r r L
dt

mr F

f ;;LLr
dt

;
dt

, , ,, , ,,
dti ,,F f rf rr dr, ,dr Lidri Liri , ,i

iriiriirirrrr

iri ,iiri ,iFiF
                     

where iFiF  is the vector of the resultant force acting on the 
tether’s elementary section, i n; irir  stands for 
the coordinates of the tether’s elementary section; LT is 
the length of the released part of the tether.

It is proposed to establish the components of expres-
-

the TT

,
nT

T
T nT

FF
T

r FM

FF F

TM nTrT

FFTF nFF nFF nnFF
,

F
,

FFrT

TFTFTF

TMM
TF

where TrTr   stands for the coordinates of the point of at-
tachment of tether’s running end.

Release and collection of the tether are simulated on 
the basis of the MM for the TW dynamics, which can 
be represented in the reduced form as the following sys-

, ;

, ; ;

,

EM W

EM L L

T

M f u

f M M M RF

L R

, ;Wf u

;M M RF, ;EM , ;;;f M E

TLTT ,R

 

where uW is the control signal of the TW’s drive, MEM is 

speed of the TW’s barrel, ML is the braking torque on the 
TW’s barrel, R is the radius of the TW’s barrel; F  is the 
module of the tether tension force at its inboard end.

The RMP structure is rendered through the formula 
“RPPRPPR”, where R stands for the link that performs 
rotary motion, whereas P stands for the link that per-

The resultant of the forces and moments affecting the 

TPMP TH TGB TP TT TRMP

where 
T

H HHT F MF HHF H
TT

MF M HMF MH  is the matrix of hydrodynamic 
forces and moments; 

T
GB GBGBT F MF GBGBF GB

TT
MF M GBMF MGB  is the matrix 

of forces and moments of gravity and buoyancy of the 
PMP’s body; 

T
P PPT F MF PPF P

g
TT

MF M PMF MP  is the matrix of forces 
and moments generated by the PMP’s propulsion and 
steering unit; 

T
T TTT F MF TTFT

y
TT

MF M TMF MT  is the matrix of forces and 
moments of the tether tension; 

T
RMP RMPRMPT F MF RMPRMPF RMP

TT
MF RMPMF RMP  

is the matrix of forces and moments exerted by the RMP 
at its mounting point.

Let us further elaborate on each component of ex-
-

,
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Fy y PMPya
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,
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where kFx, kFy, kFz

hydrodynamic forces on the BCS axes; kMx, kMy, kMz are 
-

ments on the BCS axes; Sx, Sy, Sz are the reference areas 
 is the PMP’s 

deadweight.
The MM of the BGE utilizes the following expres-
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where FB g is the buoyancy force module; FG mg 
is the gravity force module; xB, yB, zB are the coordinates 

-
sity; g is the acceleration of gravity.

The dynamics of the PMP’s PSU is calculated with 

T
P PP i

i
T F M T i IF

i
P PF P PP P TiiiTi

TTT
F MF MP P
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where Ti is the matrix of propulsion forces and moments 
generated by the PSU’s EMDs; I is the number of EMDs 
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forms progressive motion. The lengths of the progressive 
links remain unchanged, so the RMP can be regarded as 
a three-stage manipulator with TE included to its operat-

with TE installed on its operating device.
It is proposed to describe the initial position of the 

manipulator’s joints with the use of the DH

matrix row is a set of parameters for a particular ma-
DHi i i di ai di is the length 

of the link on the Oi Yi  axis of the previous joint; ai is 
the length of the link on the Oi Xi  axis of the previous 

i is the angle of rotation of the link’s coordinate 
system around the Oi Zi i 
is the angle of rotation of the link’s coordinate system 
around the OiYi axis; i L; L is the number of 
the RMP’s rotary joints. The BCS of the PMP is regarded 

joint. The matrix of the Denavit-Hartenberg parameters 
intended for description of the RMP is presented in Ta-

The spatial positions and orientation of the RMP’s 
joints are determined by the elements of the matrix of 
positions of their shafts  q q  ... qL

T. 
The position and spatial orientation of the TE shall 

,
LTETE

TE PMP i
i

K PA A A
LK PTEK PTETE

PMPAPMPP
TETEK PTE A

i
PMPPMP i

L
,iAiiAATEPTEP
               

where KTE -
tion of the TE; APMP is the matrix containing the position 
and spatial orientation of the PMP; Ai is the matrix con-
taining the position and spatial orientation of the RMP.

The APMP

.PMPv
PMP

K PA PMPPK PK P .PMPPvvK Pv PMPPP  

The Ai matrix depends on the Denavit-Hartenberg 
parameters and the position of the shaft of the joint’s mo-

cos( q )cos sin sin( q )cos
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i
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Kinematics of the RMP shall be established with the 

( ) ,TE
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PR q
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Fig. 3. a b

a

b

 

 

Table 1. Matrix of the Denavit-Hartenberg parameters for the 
RMP

Parameter
Joint no. d, m a, m

d a
d a
d a
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The PMP dynamics is affected by the gravity force of 
TE, which does not generate any moments. Thus, the TTE 

T
TE TETET F MFF MTE TE

TTT
F MF MTE TE mTEg T

where mTE is the mass of the TE. 
The applicability of the MM under development has 

been tested in MATLAB Simulink. The parameters of 

First, let us consider the case when the TE’s course 
angle changes at linear motion of the vehicle with no im-
pact of external disturbances, that is, the roll and trim 
angles of the vehicle are equal to zero and do not change 
over time. The RMP control action shall be formed ac-
cording to the dependence q t T, 
where t is the instantaneous value of simulation time. 

uPMP ul ur uv
T, where ul, ur, uv are the control signals 

sent to the horizontal left-hand, right-hand and vertical 
EMDs. Simulation assumes that uPMP

T. The 

) varies accord-

TE) and trim 

where  is the function generating the vec-
tor of the TE’s Euler angles TEHTEH TE TE TE

T from 
the KTE

The basic law of the RMP dynamics shall be de-

;

,

RMP J C F G BE

TE

d q I T T T T T
dt

dR dqJ
dt dt

;RMP J C F G BEI T T T T TRMP J C FC G BCT

,dqJ
dt

where IRMP is the matrix of moments of inertia of the 
RMP’s joints; TJ is the matrix of rotary moments of the 
motors of the RMP’s joints; TC is the matrix of centrip-
etal and Coriolis forces; TF is the matrix accounting for 
the effect of viscous and dry friction; TG is the matrix that 
takes into account the effect of gravity; TBE is the matrix 
that accounts for the effect of the TE and the PMP; RTE is 
the matrix of the TE’s progressive and angular coordi-
nates in the RCS of the PMP; J is the matrix resulting 
from differentiation of the expressions for the direct law 
of RMP kinematics with respect to the elements of the q 
matrix.

DC motors are suggested for use as the motors of 
the RMP’s rotary joints as well. In this case, the TJ ma-

excluding the effect of the propeller on the dynamics of 
the motor.

The TC, TF, TG matrices shall be formed using the 
-

sides in establishing the matrix of forces and moments of 
the RPM affecting the PMP dynamics in the process of 

T
RMP RMPRMPT F MF RMPRMPF RMP

y
TT

MF RMPMF RMP .

The matrix of the effect of the TE and the PMP is 

TBE JT(TTE KTETPMP)

with 
T

TE TETET F MF TETEFTE
TT

MF M TEMF MTE  being the matrix of forces and 
moments generated by the TE. 

The KTE

T
vTE TE vTE

TE
vTE

K t K
K

K

T
TE vTEK t KTE vTEvTEKvTE TE vTEvTE

vTEKvKKK .                         

KvTE matrix is established 
by replacing the coordinates of the PMP’s spatial orien-
tation PMPH PMPH T -
nates of the TE’s spatial orientation TEHTEH . The tTE matrix 

TE TE

E TE TE

TE TE

z y
t z x

y x

TETz yTETE TETE TTE

zTE TETE TEzTEz

TE TETETE TyTE TTy xTE T

,

where xTE, yTE, zTE are the coordinates of the TE’s current 
position in the RCS of the PMP.

Table 2. Parameters of the mathematical model of the PMP

Parameter name Value
Triple ellipsoid

length, m
height, m
width, m
Coordinates of the point of exertion of 
the buoyancy force in the BCS, m
Coordinates of the point of attachment 
of the tether in the BCS, m

left-hand, m
right-hand, m
vertical, m
Weight, kg
Deadweight, m
Tether length, m
EMD capacity, W

Table 3. Parameters of the mathematical model of the RMP

Parameter name Value

[d ; a
[d ; a
[d ; a

Cylinder
height, m
base radius, m
TE weight, kg
Weight of the joint’s motor, kg
Capacity of the joint’s motor, W
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applicability of the mathematical model under consider-
ation.

Let us now consider the case when the PMP is af-

the course of its motion. 
These effects lead to the PMP tilting and, conse-

the graphs rendering the change in the spatial orientation 
and position of the PMP and the TE. The PMP and RMP 
control actions are same as in the previous case.

The emergence of the PMP tilting causes a change in 
the TE’s roll and trim angles according to the law which 
depends on the RMP control action. Moreover, the PMP 
tilting leads to a change in the amplitude of oscillations 
of xTE and zTE. In addition, the tether disturbances cause 
a change in the depth of submersion of the PMP and, as 
a result, the TE’s vertical coordinate. Hence, the math-
ematical model can recreate the motion of the ROV and 
its TE along complex spatial trajectories.

TE) angles remain unchanged, since the PMP is not 
tilted, which proves that the spatial orientation of tech-
nological equipment has been calculated correctly.

As the PMP is not tilted, the TE’s progressive coordi-

,

xTE yTE zTE
T, which is directed from the origin 

of the BCS of the PMP to the point of initial location of 
-

x is the angle between the projection of the  
vector on the OAXAZA plane and the OAXA axis of the BCS 

z is the angle between the projection of the    
OAXAZA plane and the OAZA axis of 

the BCS of the PMP.
b clearly indicates that the yTE coordinate re-

mains the same, while the xTE and zTE coordinates change 

Fig. 4. a b

Fig. 5. Tether disturbances

a b
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of the platform for rotary motion of technological equip-
ment relative to the ROV’s hull. The platform is repre-
sented by a three-stage manipulator, each joint of which 
changes one of the coordinates of spatial orientation of 
the technological equipment. It is recommended to use 
the developed mathematical model as part of the math-
ematical model of the ROV to study its motion dynamics 
and synthesize appropriate automatic control systems.

CONCLUSIONS.
mathematical model of a tethered ROV, which is orga-
nized by the principle of separation of progressive and 
rotary motion and takes into account the impact of tech-
nological equipment on the motion dynamics of the ve-
hicle. It is proposed to apply the model for synthesis and 
study of automatic control systems for the vehicles of this 

Fig. 6. a b

a b
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